
DISCOGRAPY



NRY - ON / OFF 
LONG AWAITED FULL LENGTH ALBUM DEBUT BY  

DORTMUND’S INCREDIBLE NEW ALTERNATIVE ROCKERS 

NRY - ON / OFF 

ALBUM / Download  

VÖ: 20. Oktober 2023 

Dortmund’s latest rock/punk output NRY doesn´t care about fitting into any genre. They 
just want to play real good music; songs, transporting more than just punky anger. 
Songs, also being more than just loud; songs having a wide spectrum of dynamics. 

Of course you´ll find some punky anger in their sound, hammering beats, crying 
guitars, a humming bass and lyrics telling bitter-sweet stories about personal situations 
or society relevant themes as well. And there is the certainty, that there will be 
something more. Individual NRY specials. 

The full length debut album „ON/OFF“, that has been released on October, 20th by 
NCR Records / DIY or DIE Records, is flanked by the two in august and september pre-
released singles 

„Someday“ and „Love of a Vampire“, songs between hope and self-destroyment and a 
clear political statement to the russian invasion into the Ukraine. Anyway, the album 
punshes right into ones face.

NCR2308 / NCR / DIY OR DIE



NRY - LOVE OF A 
VAMPIRE 

SECOND SINGLE RELEASE BY DORTMUND’S  

INCREDIBLE NEW ALTERNATIVE ROCKERS  

NRY. 

NRY - Love of a Vampire 

SINGLE / Download  

VÖ: 22. September 2023 

Dortmund’s latest rock/punk output NRY doesn´t care about fitting into any genre. They 
just want to play real good music; songs, transporting more than just punky anger. 
Songs, also being more than just loud; songs having a wide spectrum of dynamics. 

„Love of a Vampire“ is a hard and fast punk / rock song, that deals with love, hope and 
self-destroyment, and punshes straight into ones face.

NCR2307 / NCR / DIY OR DIE



NRY - SOMEDAY 
DEBUT SINGLE BY DORTMUND’S  

INCREDIBLE NEW ALTERNATIVE ROCKERS 

NRY. 

NRY - Someday 

SINGLE / Download  

VÖ: 25. August 2023 

Have you ever heard about NRY? It’s Dortmund’s latest rock/punk output! The trio 
around Jens & Lars Kriegel and Christian Bröer doesn´t care about fitting into any 
genre. They present real good music; songs, transporting more than just punky anger. 
Songs, also being more than just loud; songs having a wide spectrum of dynamics. 

The track „Someday“ marks their outrageous debut. It presents a personal story 
between love, hope and self-destroyment. You’ll love it. 

Be prepared for NRY!

NCR2306 / NCR / DIY OR DIE



Instagram: 

https://instagram.com/nryband

                                          DISCOGRAPHY NRY 

ON / OFF ALBUM OCT 20, 2023 NCR2308

LOVE OF A VAMPIRE SINGLE SEPT 22, 2023 NCR2307

SOMEDAY SINGLE AUG 25, 2023 NCR2306

Youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV_i1J2nEDQ  

Bandcamp: 

https://nrway.bandcamp.com

Listen / Stream / Download: 

https://orcd.co/nry_on-off

https://nrway.bandcamp.com/
https://instagram.com/nryband
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV_i1J2nEDQ
http://The%20Orchard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV_i1J2nEDQ

